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ABSTRACT 
 
The Wide Field Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST) is a 2.4m space telescope with a 
0.281 deg2 field of view for near-IR imaging and slitless spectroscopy and a coronagraph 
designed for > 108 starlight suppression. As background information for Astro2020 white 
papers, this article summarizes the current design and anticipated performance of WFIRST. 
While WFIRST does not have the UV imaging/spectroscopic capabilities of the Hubble 
Space Telescope, for wide field near-IR surveys WFIRST is hundreds of times more 
efficient. Some of the most ambitious multi-cycle HST Treasury programs could be 
executed as routine General Observer (GO) programs on WFIRST.  The large area and 
time-domain surveys planned for the cosmology and exoplanet microlensing programs will 
produce extraordinarily rich data sets that enable an enormous range of Archival Research 
(AR) investigations. Requirements for the coronagraph are defined based on its status as a 
technology demonstration, but its expected performance will enable unprecedented 
observations of nearby giant exoplanets and circumstellar disks. WFIRST is currently in 
the Preliminary Design and Technology Completion phase (Phase B), on schedule for 
launch in 2025, with several of its critical components already in production. 
 
I. WFIRST 
 
The Wide Field Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST) is a 2.4m telescope equipped with a large 
area, 300-megapixel, near-infrared camera for imaging and slitless spectroscopy and an on-axis, 
visible-light coronagraph for imaging, polarimetry, and low-resolution spectroscopy of 
circumstellar disks and nearby giant exoplanets.  The 0.281 deg2 field of view (FoV) is 200× that 
of HST’s Wide Field Camera 3 near-IR channel and 90× that of HST’s (optical) Advanced 
Camera for Surveys. The coronagraph is expected to provide several orders of magnitude greater 
starlight suppression than existing instruments. 
WFIRST was the highest ranked large space mission in the 2010 decadal survey of 
astronomy and astrophysics (Astro2010; NWNH).  There it was envisioned as a 1.5m telescope 
with a focal plane comprised of 36 H2RG (2k×2k) near-IR detectors.  WFIRST was 
subsequently reconfigured to take advantage of a 2.4m telescope assembly made available to 
NASA by another federal agency, and of 18 H4RG (4k×4k) detectors, a technology that matured 
after Astro2010.  The move to a 2.4m telescope also made WFIRST an attractive platform to 
advance Astro2010’s highest priority medium-scale space activity -- maturing technology for 
direct imaging and spectroscopy of exoplanets -- by incorporating a coronagraphic instrument 
(CGI).  This article presents a brief overview of WFIRST as background information for science 
white papers addressed to the Astro2020 decadal survey. 
Table 1 summarizes the WFIRST instrument suite, and Figure 1 presents the effective area of 
the Wide Field Instrument (WFI) as a function of wavelength for the imaging filters, grism, and 
prism.  Minor changes to these specifications are possible as the mission design evolves; in 
particular, the WFI prism bandpass and resolution and some CGI parameters are still being 
optimized.  Substantial changes are not expected. Both CGI channels have a 1024 x 1024 pixel 
electron-multiplying CCD (EMCCD) in the focal plane. Three of the five CGI observing modes 
will be fully commissioned prior to launch; support for the other two modes will be on a best-
effort basis. The CGI imaging modes can all be used with linear polarizers.  WFIRST will 
operate from a Quasi-Halo orbit around the second Sun-Earth Lagrange point (L2). 
 
II. Wide Field Instrument (WFI): Observing Program and Sensitivity 
  
As outlined by Astro2010, WFIRST is a survey telescope that will devote substantial fractions of 
its 5-year prime mission to (a) a large area, high-latitude imaging and spectroscopic survey that 
enables high-precision cosmological measurements with weak lensing and galaxy clustering, (b) 
a time-domain survey (~5 day cadence) of several tens of deg2 that enables discovery and light 
curve monitoring of thousands of Type Ia supernovae to z ~ 2, (c) a time-domain survey (~15-
minute cadence) of the Galactic bulge that enables discovery of thousands of exoplanets at AU 
and larger separations via gravitational microlensing, and (d) a General Observer (GO) program.  
Although the survey programs are designed around measurement objectives in dark energy and 
exoplanet demography, they will allow an enormous range of scientific investigations.   
There will be no proprietary period for survey data.  NASA intends to fund an Archival 
Researcher (AR) program to support full scientific exploitation of the WFIRST data sets.  The 
AR program is analogous to archival research programs on HST, but it will account for a much 
larger fraction of WFIRST science and science funding.  Appendix D of Spergel et al. (2015) 
describes more than 40 community-contributed ideas for WFIRST AR and GO programs, on 
topics that include solar system objects, exoplanet transits, brown dwarfs and stellar remnants, 
dynamics and resolved stellar populations of the Milky Way and nearby galaxies, galaxy 
evolution, quasars, gravitational lenses, and the sources of reionization.  Figure 2 presents a 
simulated WFIRST image of a fictitious region of the sky that illustrates the extraordinary range 
of science opportunities afforded by its combination of HST-quality resolution with an enormous 
field of view. 
     The WFIRST formulation science investigation teams are actively investigating optimal 
designs and technical requirements for the surveys above, and capabilities that will maximize the 
science return of the AR and GO programs.  Detailed survey designs and time allocations will be 
decided much closer to launch, incorporating broad community input.  Under current plans, 
25%-30% of the 5-year prime mission would be dedicated to the GO program and 5%  would be 
devoted to coronagraphic technology demonstration.  WFIRST is being designed with a 10-year 
mission life goal (fuel is the only expendable), and a larger fraction of time (likely 100%) of an 
extended mission would be operated in GO mode. 
Table 2 lists characteristics of WFIRST sensitivity for a variety of representative observing 
modes.  Yields are quoted per month of on-sky observing time, including estimated slew+settle 
and readout overheads but not including calibration observations, and assuming programs that 
are long enough to minimize “edge effect” losses in the time-domain surveys.   The High 
Latitude Survey (HLS) is intended to provide 4-band imaging and slitless spectroscopy over a 
large contiguous area, with a dither pattern that visits each point in the survey 4-8 times in each 
band.  With the currently planned exposure times (140 sec/filter/visit) it would achieve a depth 
(5σ point source) of 26.9 in its most sensitive bands and measure weak lensing shapes of 27 
million galaxies per month (neff =45 arcmin-2).  Forecasts based on empirical luminosity 
functions predict that the HLS will detect more than 20,000 galaxies per month at redshift z > 8, 
and about 1500 per month at z > 10.  The spectroscopic HLS observations will reach a (5σ) 
emission line sensitivity of 1.0×10-16 erg s-1 cm-2 at 1.8µm, near one end of the 1.0-1.93µm 
bandpass where the throughput is low; the forecast yield is 2.1×106 Hα redshifts (z = 0.52-1.94) 
and 5.5×105 [OIII] redshifts (z = 1.00-2.85) per month. 
There are numerous parameters to consider in optimizing the supernova survey (Hounsell et 
al. 2018), including overlap with ground-based observations.  It is likely to include at least two 
tiers targeting supernovae in different redshift ranges, with fields observed at a ~5 day cadence 
over a ~2 year span.  Table 2 lists per epoch depth for one possible 2-tier configuration (areas of 
18 deg2 and 8 deg2), and a co-added depth assuming 6 months of total observing time.  A survey 
of this design would discover approximately 512 (956) SNIa per on-sky month in the medium 
(deep) tiers with photometric measurements precise enough for cosmology, a total of ~8800 
SNIa to z = 1.7 over the full survey.  These numbers assume a pure imaging strategy, but they 
will likely be adjusted by a trade of prism spectroscopy for some reductions in filter coverage or 
in survey area. 
The microlensing survey plans to observe 2 deg2 (7 fields) in the Galactic bulge with the 15-
minute cadence needed to detect Mars-mass planetary microlensing events, over multiple 
seasons each lasting 72 days.  The photometric precision per visit is ~ 0.001 mag at W146 ~ 16 
and 0.01 mag at W146 ~ 21.2, and each field is visited ~2800 times per month.  Forecasts with 
an up-to-date planetary population model imply detection of ~100 bound exoplanets per month 
of observing time (Penny et al. 2018), and about 16 free-floating Earth-mass planets per month if 
there is one such ejected planet per star (S. Johnson et al., in preparation).  The ratio of bound to 
free-floating planets may be a strong discriminator of exoplanet formation models.  As 
emphasized by Bennett et al. (2010) and Penny et al. (2018), WFIRST microlensing perfectly 
complements Kepler transits because it is most sensitive to planets with separations > 1 AU, 
including unbound planets, and to masses as low as Mars.  In addition, the microlensing survey 
should detect about 70,000 transiting planets over six seasons, including Jupiter-sized planets 
with periods as long as a month, short-period planets as small as two Earth radii, and ~1200 
planets with detected secondary eclipses (Montet et al. 2017).  The microlensing survey will also 
yield superb astrometric precision, providing a unique capability for solar system, stellar, and 
Galactic astrophysics (Gould 2014, Gould et al. 2015).   
The final two modes listed in Table 2 assume an HLS-like strategy but exposures 20× longer 
per visit, so that read noise is negligible and overheads are small.  In this regime, a 0.5-mag 
increase of depth (or factor 1.6 of emission line flux sensitivity) requires a factor 2.5 increase of 
observing time, and a corresponding decrease in survey rate.  These examples can thus be scaled 
to a variety of deep GO programs. 
To convey the extraordinary survey power of WFIRST, it is useful to make comparisons to 
some of the iconic large HST programs.  We include slew+settle and readout overheads for 
WFIRST observations where relevant and compute HST observing times (which also include 
overheads) by multiplying the number of orbits by 5700 sec/orbit. 
COSMOS (Scoville et al. 2007) used 572 HST orbits (3260 ksec) to observe 1.7 deg2 to a depth 
of 28.6 mag in I814 with ACS, producing the world’s premier data set for space-based weak 
lensing and a major resource for AGN and galaxy evolution studies.  For a typical faint galaxy 
color (I-H ~ 0.8) the equivalent H-band depth is 27.8 mag.  Observing 1.7 deg2 to this depth with 
WFIRST requires ≈ 26 ksec (factor of 125 speedup). 
CANDELS-Wide (Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al. 2011) surveyed approximately 800 
arcmin2 to a magnitude limit J, H ≈ 27.0.  The J and H imaging of CANDELS-Wide required 314 
HST orbits (1790 ksec).  Observing one WFIRST field (0.281 deg2 ≈ 1015 arcmin2) to this depth 
in H and J would require 1.7 ksec (factor of 1050 speedup). 
3-d HST (Momcheva et al. 2016) used 248 orbits (1400 ksec) to observe 626 arcmin2 with the 
G141 grism of WFC3 (and parallel G800L observations with ACS), achieving a typical 5σ line 
flux depth of ~ 5×10-17 erg s-1 cm-2 at 1.5µm.  A single field (1015 arcmin2) WFIRST grism 
observation to this depth requires 1.9 ksec (factor of 730 speedup). 
FIGS (Pirzkal et al. 2017) used 160 orbits (900 ksec) to survey four WFC3 fields (0.005 deg2) 
with the grism to achieve a typical emission line sensitivity of ~ 10-17 erg s-1 cm-2 at λ ~ 1µm.  
The WFIRST grism can reach this depth in 66 ksec at background levels typical of the High-
Latitude Spectroscopic Survey at λ ~ 1.5µm, over a broader wavelength range and higher 
spectral resolution, with any given 0.281 deg2 pointing covering an area 55× larger than all of 
FIGS (assuming half of the set of roll angles is unusable for any given object as a result of 
contamination from nearby objects).  Multiplying the increased area by the reduced exposure 
time implies a factor of 750 speedup.   
PHAT (Dalcanton et al. 2012) imaged 0.5 deg2 of the Andromeda galaxy in six bands; 414 orbits 
(2360 ksec) were used for F110W and F160W observations reaching depths of about 25.5 and 
24.6, respectively, in the uncrowded outer disk.  Two WFIRST pointings would cover the same 
area as the 414 PHAT pointings and require a total of 1.6 ksec to achieve a depth of 25.5 in each 
of Y, J and H (which together span the equivalent of the HST F110W and F160W filters), a 
factor of 1475 speedup.    
As these examples make clear, routine “small” GO programs on WFIRST can easily exceed 
some of the most ambitious and highest impact Treasury-scale HST programs.  The speedups 
relative to HST are often much larger than the simple factor of 200 suggested by the ratio of the 
WFI FoV to that of WFC3-IR, because overheads can be drastically lower, in part because of the 
greater efficiency of observing from L2 rather than low Earth orbit. The large WFIRST surveys 
will produce data sets that are hundreds or thousands of times more powerful than the largest 
HST-era surveys.  Summaries of the current plans and anticipated performance of these surveys 
will appear in white papers submitted to the Astro2020 decadal survey. 
While survey speed is the critical metric for many programs, we emphasize that WFIRST is 
also designed for the extremely stringent control of observational systematic errors needed for 
modern supernova and weak lensing cosmology. The optics and metering structures will be 
temperature controlled and will not have the disturbances present in HST's low Earth orbit, 
enabling a wavefront stability of < 1 nm for the WFI optical path over the course of an exposure. 
By incorporating recent process improvements, the WFIRST development detectors have 
demonstrated an order of magnitude lower persistence than the WFC3-IR detector. The onboard 
illumination source enables flat fields and several distinct modes to characterize detector non-
linearity in flight. These requirements are driven by the dark energy programs, but a highly 
stable observatory will benefit a wide range of other precision applications. 
 
III. Coronagraphic Instrument (CGI) 
 
The CGI is a high-contrast imager and integral field spectrograph that will enable the study 
of exoplanets and circumstellar disks at visible wavelengths. Ground-based high-contrast 
instrumentation is limited to flux ratios of ~107-8 at small working angles in full field of view 
imaging, even under optimistic assumptions for 30m-class telescopes (Guyon, 2005; Males & 
Guyon, 2018). Yet there is a strong scientific driver for better performance, especially at visible 
wavelengths.  In particular, future flagship mission concepts aim to image Earth analogues with 
visible light flux ratios >1010.  
WFIRST CGI is a critical intermediate step toward that goal, with a predicted 108-9 flux ratio 
capability.  By meeting its technology demonstration requirements, CGI will enable the study of 
planets 20 to 100 times fainter than is possible with current ground-based coronagraphs, while 
simultaneously reaching more challenging shorter wavelengths.  Performance predictions (as 
distinct from requirements that must be tested ahead of launch) imply an even more capable CGI, 
allowing the study of planets a billion times fainter than their host stars with separations as small 
as 0.15 arcsec. Figure 3 shows the levels of flux ratio reachable by CGI based on requirements 
and based on best estimates of design performance, in comparison to the capabilities of current 
instruments. It should be noted that CGI will only achieve its full performance on bright (V ≤ 5) 
stars, and its performance on fainter stars is not yet well-constrained. Table 1 details the 
available bandpasses (ranging from 525nm to 825nm), coronagraphs (from 3λ/D to 20λ/D 
working angles), and channels (imager/polarimeter and IFS).  
CGI achieves this capability through improvements over current ground and space systems in 
several areas:  
• Hardware: space-qualified deformable mirrors, electron multiplying CCD detector 
(EMCCD), and two novel coronagraph types optimized for WFIRST. 
• Algorithms: wavefront sensing and control at both high and low order; post-processing of 
high-contrast, low-flux, photon-counting EMCCD data. 
• Validation of telescope and instrument models at high accuracy and precision. 
As a technology demonstration, CGI will utilize these advances in space for the first time, paving 
the way for future missions such as HabEx or LUVOIR and dramatically reducing the 
implementation risk for such missions. CGI will also do groundbreaking science in its own right, 
in direct imaging, polarimetry, and spectroscopy of exoplanets and circumstellar disks. 
CGI will receive ~3 months of observing time during the first 18 months of the mission for 
its “technology demonstration (TD) phase.” Assuming a successful completion, NASA may 
make the CGI available to the general astronomy community as a science instrument. An open 
call for a Participating Scientist Program (PSP) is expected in ~2021. The PSP will enable 
members of the community to engage in the technology demonstration phase, and, if warranted 
by instrument performance, the PSP may perform science operations beyond the 18 month 
technology demonstration period. 
 
Exoplanets 
During the TD phase, CGI will be capable of imaging and characterization of both mature 
Jupiter analogues and young self-luminous giant planets. CGI is expected to image a handful of 
known radial velocity (RV) planets, resolving the sin(i) ambiguity and revealing their true 
masses, as well as distinguishing the presence or absence of cloud layers. It will also obtain a 
spectrum of a known Jupiter-like RV planet, covering the 730nm CH4 feature, providing clues 
into atmospheric temperature, cloud properties, and composition when combined with 575nm 
broadband imaging. Performing optical spectroscopy and polarimetry on one or more self-
luminous young giant planets would reveal the broad absorption features of gaseous Na and K. 
The abundance of these species provides additional constraints on metallicity, temperature, and 
gravity (and thus planet mass).   
A PSP phase could address additional goals including: a blind search program for 
undiscovered Jupiters and possibly mini-Neptunes, comparative spectral studies of self-luminous 
and reflected light planets, polarimetric constraints on reflected-light Jupiters, a search for 
temporal variability of self-luminous planets due to patchy cloud decks, and a search for Hα 
emission from forming protoplanets. 
While the WFIRST CGI sample will be small, it is crucial to test the end-to-end modeling 
and interpretation of planets detected in reflected light before much larger scale missions set out 
to find and characterize potentially habitable planets. Understanding the extent to which the 
contributions of clouds, hazes, and other effects can be discerned from reflected light data will 
give confidence that future missions studying more challenging targets will be properly prepared 
to succeed. 
 
Circumstellar disks 
Arguably the most important science contributions from WFIRST CGI will come from 
imaging and polarimetry of debris, exozodiacal, and protoplanetary disks. CGI can characterize 
known disks with unprecedented fidelity at small separations, in both total intensity and 
polarized intensity in at least two photometric bands, providing constraints on dust grain shape, 
composition, and grain size distribution.  
Debris disks – the product of collisions between planetesimals – represent a later stage of 
planet formation. Many debris disks appear to be shaped into narrow rings, indicating belts of 
planetesimals shepherded by planets that have already formed but may be too faint for direct 
detection.  Additionally, many recent observations of debris disks show significant temporal 
variability, potentially planet-induced. 
CGI will be capable, for the first time, of imaging tenuous habitable-zone interplanetary dust 
(exozodiacal dust). For nearby stars, CGI will be sensitive to dust densities only ~10x greater 
than those in the Solar System, reaching the regime where disk structure is dominated by 
transport phenomena rather than collisions. 
Imaging of protoplanetary disks and protoplanets yields important constraints on when and 
where planets form. Many protoplanetary disks feature large scale structures, some of which may 
be explained by the formation and growth of planets. Detection of localized Hα emission could 
help distinguish protoplanets from other clumpy disk features. A challenge will be the CGI 
constraint on host star magnitude for best starlight rejection performance (V≤5), with the 
performance on fainter stars yet to be determined. 
During the TD phase, CGI will conduct dual-band imaging and polarimetry of several known 
debris disks. In this phase, it may also conduct a search for exozodi around a high priority target. 
PSP campaigns could encompass imaging and polarimetry of protoplanetary disks, monitoring 
for temporal variability of disk structures, comparative studies of debris and protoplanetary 
disks, and vetting of prime targets for future exo-Earth imaging missions to ensure they are not 
contaminated by bright exozodiacal disks. 
 
 
IV. WFIRST Status 
 
WFIRST is currently in Phase B, Preliminary Design and Technology Completion, working 
towards a preliminary design review and entry to Phase C in Fall of 2019.  NASA has imposed a 
cost cap of $3.2B on the Phase B mission design (full life-cycle cost, as-spent dollars).  The 
increase relative to the $1.6B (FY2010 dollars) quoted by Astro2010 can be divided 
approximately among inflation ($0.7B), the addition of the coronagraph ($0.5B), the addition of 
GO program funding ($0.1B), and $0.3B in cost growth, associated partly with the change to the 
2.4m mirror.  Meeting the $3.2B cost cap has required a number of descopes relative to the 
mission concept presented in Spergel et al. (2015), most significantly the removal of the WFI 
integral field channel, removal of some coronagraph operation modes, and change of the 
coronagraph status from science instrument to technology demonstration with associated 
acceptance of increased risk.   
Key contracts were signed in 2018 for the WFI optical/mechanical assembly and the 
telescope. Production of the flight infrared detectors is in progress, with the first flight candidate 
detectors scheduled to undergo acceptance testing in spring 2019. Re-figuring of the primary 
mirror for its new application began in fall 2018. Procurements have begun for components of 
engineering test units, and in some cases for spacecraft flight hardware where common-buys 
with other missions would lead to cost savings.   
The project is on schedule for a launch in 2025, with 9 months of built-in margin.  Schedule 
and cost projections assume an optimal funding profile, and uncertainty in the funding profile is 
the principal source of uncertainty in the mission schedule and total cost.  The Formulation 
Science Teams have a 5-year term, and NASA anticipates a new competition for Implementation 
Science Teams and Participating Scientist Teams following the critical design review partway 
through Phase C. 
 
V. 100 Hubbles for the 2020s 
 
WFIRST combines essential strengths of the Hubble Space Telescope and the Sloan Digital Sky 
Survey (SDSS), arguably the two most influential astronomical facilities of the past half-century.  
WFIRST does not have all the capabilities of HST, most notably in UV imaging and UV/visible 
spectroscopy.  However, as illustrated in §II, for many observing programs WFIRST is literally 
hundreds of times more powerful than HST, so the seemingly hyperbolic title of this section in 
fact understates WFIRST’s capabilities. WFIRST is an ideal complement to JWST, capable of 
discovering rare systems that can be characterized comprehensively with JWST’s much greater 
sensitivity and spectroscopic capability. The WFIRST coronagraph will pioneer the technology 
for future missions to image Earth-like worlds, and it will enable unprecedented high-resolution 
views of giant exoplanets and proto-planetary disks. Like other ambitious survey facilities such 
as the SDSS and the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope, WFIRST is designed with specific 
science objectives in mind, but the ultimate return from the mission will include numerous 
investigations and discoveries that we cannot even conceive today, touching all areas of 
astrophysics from the solar system to the most distant reaches of the universe. 
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NASA, Congress, and the Executive Branch whose support has allowed WFIRST to reach its current 
stage as a mission completing design and beginning construction for a mid-2020s launch. 
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Figure 1: Effective area of the WFI in the seven imaging filters, the grism, and the prism.  Note that the W146 filter used for the 
microlensing survey extends from the blue edge of the Y106 filter to the red edge of the F184 filter.  For comparison, the HST ACS 
gives an effective area of ~1.9 m2 at optical wavelengths and HST WFC3/IR gives an effective area of ~2.4 m2 at near-IR 
wavelengths.   
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2 (NEXT PAGE): A fictitious image that illustrates WFIRST's unique combination of wide area and exquisite resolution.  Red 
squares outline the footprints of the 18 H4RG detectors that make up the 0.3-Gigapixel near-infrared camera, with a total field 
of view of 0.281deg2; the largest zoom panel is 1.5 arc-minutes on a side and the others are 1 arc-minute.  Image simulations, 
based on HST data, assume 1-hour exposures in the H158, Y106, and Z087 bands (red, green, blue), approximately matching the 
depth of the HST CANDELS survey, which forms the image background.  The area of a single WFIRST pointing is 25% larger than 
that of the entire CANDELS-Wide Multi-Cycle Treasury Program.  The large galaxy is M83; one-hour exposures readily yield 
resolved stellar populations at its distance of 4.5 Mpc.  The globular cluster is M54 at a distance of 27 kpc; WFIRST imaging 
resolves bright stars even in the dense cluster core.  The lower right zoom shows a hypothetical dwarf galaxy, modeled on Draco, 
at a distance of 3 Mpc.  The top right zoom shows a region of the CANDELS-based background.  For comparison, yellow and 
orange squares show the field of view of HST's optical Advanced Camera for Surveys and near-IR Wide Field Camera 3.  Image 
Credit: B. Williams, E. Bell, R. Khan, D. Sand, R. Sanderson, A. Seth, D. Benford. 
 
 Figure 3: Anticipated flux ratio performance of the WFIRST CGI based on the technology demonstration requirements (upper 
lines) and predictions for a V=5 star with the current instrument design (lower lines).  Performance of existing ground- and 
space-based coronagraphs and forecast performance of the JWST NIRCam coronagraph are shown with lighter curves for 
comparison.  The technology demonstration requirements are 1-2 orders-of-magnitude more sensitive than current capabilities, 
sufficient to detect known self-luminous, directly imaged planets at shorter wavelengths.  The predicted performance is a further 
1-2 orders-of-magnitude more sensitive, sufficient to detect many known RV planets in reflected light.  Image Credit: V. Bailey. 
  
 Table 1: WFIRST Instrumentation 
 
Wide-Field Instrument 
Focal plane: 18 40882 HgCdTe H4RG Pixel scale: 0.11” FoV: 0.281 sq deg 
Point-source Imaging sensitivity, 5σ, in 1 hour 
Filter R062 Z087 Y106 J129 H158 F184 W146 
Bandpass 
(µm) 0.48-0.76 0.76-0.98 0.93-1.19 1.13-1.45 1.38-1.77 1.68-2.0 0.93-2.0 
AB mag 28.5 28.2 28.1 28.0 28.0 27.5 28.3 
Point-source slitless spectroscopic sensitivity, continuum mag (AB)10σ/pix, in 1 hr 
 Bandpass µm Resolution 0.8 µm 1.1 µm 1.5 µm 
Grism 1.0-1.93 435-865 N/A 20.78 20.48 
Prism 0.6-1.8 70-140 22.4 22.75 22.65 
 
Coronagraph Instrument 
Direct Imaging Camera Pixel scale: 0.021” FoV: 9” x 9” 
Integral Field Spectrograph Lenslet spacing: 0.029” FoV: 2.2” x 2.2” 
Coronagraph Observing modes 
Filter λcenter  
(nm) 
Band- 
width 
Mask Type Channel 
Sup-
ported 
? 
Working 
Angle 
Starlight 
Suppression 
Region 
1 575 10% HLC Imager Y 3-9 λ/D 360° 
2 660 15% SPC “bowtie” IFS  3-9 λ/D 130° 
3 730 15% SPC “bowtie” IFS Y 3-9 λ/D 130° 
4 825 10% SPC wide FOV Imager Y 6.5-20 λ/D 360° 
4 825 10% HLC Imager  3-9 λ/D 360° 
 
  
 
Table 2: WFI Observing Sensitivity 
 
Observing Mode Sensitivity Yield per On-Sky Month 
HLS Imaging 
Wide-area, 4-band 
Y=26.9 J=26.95 
H=26.9, F184=26.25 
170 deg2 
2.7×107 WL shapes 
HLS Spectroscopy  
Slitless,  λ = 1.0-1.93μm 1.0×10-16 erg s-1  cm-2  @ 1.80 μm 303 deg2 2.6×106 redshifts 
Supernova Deep Imaging 
5-day cadence, 8.5 deg2 
Z087, Y106, J129, H158, F184  
1 epoch: Z=25.9, Y=26.7, 
J=26.6, H=26.8, F=27.0 
6-month coadd:  
Z=28.7,Y=29.5, J=29.4, 
H=29.6, F=29.7 
956 SNIa  
Supernova Wide Imaging 
5-day cadence, 18.5 deg2 
R062, Z087, Y106 ,J129, H158 
1 epoch: R=25.3, Z=25.0, 
Y=25.0, J=25.5, H=26.0 
6-month coadd: R=28.1, 
Z=27.8, Y=27.8, J=28.3, 
H=28.7 
512 SNIa  
Microlensing 
2 deg2, imaging 
W146 @ 15-min cadence 
Z087 @ 12-hour cadence 
single-epoch precision: 
0.001 mag @ W146 ~ 16 
0.01 mag @ W146 ~ 21 
2800 exposure/field 
85 planets M>1ME 
15 planets M<1ME 
 
Deep Single-Band Imaging 
Contiguous, dithered 
Any one of: 
R062=29.6, Z087=29.23, 
Y106=29.15, J129=29.07, 
H158=29.1, F184=28.51 
40 deg2 
 
Deep Grism Spectroscopy 
Contiguous, dithered 
1.0×10-17 erg s-1 cm-2  
@ 1.5 μm 12 deg2  
Notes: Yields are per month of on-sky time, including slew+settle overheads but not 
calibration overheads.  Photometric limits are 5σ point source AB magnitudes for 
imaging, emission-line flux for spectroscopy. 
 
 
 
